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I grew up in a Catholic, white, lower-middle class family with four siblings in the 
rural western United States, in what is called the High Plains or Northern Front Range of 
Colorado, adjacent to the Rocky Mountains. This region was and is often seen as part of the 
expansive myth of the Wild West: a vast landscape to be conquered, exploited, generalized, 
or otherwise overlooked. My parents, a nurse specializing in wound care and an electric 
power plant control technician, also raised about a hundred or so cattle at a time, which my 
two sisters, two brothers, and I – the cowhands – helped with. My parents rented pastures 
from various property owners to graze cattle along the riverside, in the bluffs, and on grass 
and crop fields, usually switching ranges in different seasons. My parents kept horses, 
smaller farm animals, and any calves or cows needing special attention at the acreage of 
our house. The ranch they built for our family was an experience I was very privileged to 
have. I lived in this landscape beside countless animals, some of whom I watched be born 
or die, and I carry both the warmth and loss of their kinship with me. 
As a spiritual person, I was a closeted gay teen very involved in Catholicism, a 
religion which calls homosexuality intrinsically disordered. Not being open with myself and 
others manifested into various forms of secrecy, self-hatred, and isolation that I still 
unwind. I learned to deal with my emotions by hiding them, something that was socially 
acceptable for men to do anyways, which was additionally easy to do with my introspective 
nature. Sadness and frustration, however, would erupt in bursts of toxic anger or meld into 
long periods of exhausted depression. Sometimes, I found reflections of these emotions in 





My parents struggled to keep up with the ranch work, which, unless you own 
enough property and have a large-scale operation, doesn’t generate an income that’s 
possible to live off of in the pressures of the U.S. agricultural industry. My parents had also 
been separated from each other for some time, which eventually led to my mother taking 
on full responsibility of the ranch with interspersed help from her children, who were in 
college and had other life plans. Soon after an official divorce, my mother, the strong center 
of our family, passed away. Her death was an utter shattering of our and my world. New 
kinds of grief, anger, and exhaustion entered my psyche, which also found reflection in the 
solace of my material world. In the wake of this personal loss, my siblings, my creativity, 
my queerness, and their communities save me and give me hope.  
My creative practice endeavors to contribute toward a broader environmental, 
multicultural, interspecies, and queer coalition. The artworks ask for a closer look at 
situated and relational1 material intimacies. The following pages detail some of the 
material and gestural vocabularies of my lived experience that I situate myself with in my 
artwork, from my upbringing in Colorado and my move to New York City. I do or could see 
possibility in these cultivated materials and gestures, through a disorientation of place, 
association, scale, and language. For me, they hold resonance or insistence of relation that I 
follow in gathering, looking, writing about, and interacting with them.  
 
 
                                            













One of the varying stories on the death of Heraclitus, known as the weeping 
philosopher of Ancient Greece, involves manure. In hoping for a cure from dropsy, he 
buried himself in cow manure in a shed, thinking that the warm manure would draw the 
illness out of him. Unsuccessful, he later lay outside, had himself plastered in manure by 
others, and, prone to the Sun, died the next day. 
This story of Heraclitus relates to my interests in using manure in my work. Manure 
is a proposal for healing and regeneration from waste, even when sometimes unsuccessful 
or absurdist. On my family’s acreage, excrement from horses and cows would be collected 
into piled mounds. The manure could be composted and eventually recycled as ground 
fertilizer to help new plant growth. If the manure hadn’t been composted long enough or 
combined in a proper ratio with other soil components, plants would die or be unable to 
grow from seed because the compost was too “hot,” or high in nitrogen.  
In my work, I engage the unearthing visual of a manure pile being composted, its 
scattering and fertilizing of the ground, as well as the metaphor of heat in this process. 
Oblong fecal balls from horse’s manure are burned and smoke like incense cones. Because 
the balls are fibrous, they burn slowly and somewhat evenly, producing a scent both rancid 
and sweet. Manure’s darker tone is also useful in creating shadows on lighter gallery floors, 
such as in Greener Pastures [fig. 2], where it marks the gallery wall as a paneled fence and 
also dissolves that boundary.  The manure in my work can also be mixed with other soil 







Sand and Gravel 
A bag of sand I have collected comes from the bank of a river whose Sioux name 
might translate to “swift current” in English. It is a young and fast-running river, where it 
starts in the nearby Rocky Mountains, as it rushes down the dropping elevation in rapids. 
Still somewhat small when it reaches the High Plains, where I am most familiar with it, the  
river takes a slower path. Along this river is a wilder place of solace for me. It is calm, 
magical, rich in material texture and variety, and a space of spiritual regeneration. Sand 
also brings memories of visiting the ethereal Colorado Sand Dunes, created primarily by 
the erosive forces of wind. 
I also collected a pouch of sand from a small pile that was in the intersection in front 
of the Hunter MFA building in New York, when I visited the program in 2016. It looked like 
a splash of sand that probably fell from a truck driving by, having been transported from 
elsewhere -- like myself -- to take part in the making of the city.  
I also have seaside sand from Long Island in New York, a place related to my past 
and future. Montauk in Long Island is claimed to be where the first cattle ranch of European 
settlers, Deep Hollow Ranch, was started in the region. Long Island also has sandy beaches 
where queer community is found at Riis Beach and Fire Island. 
Sand is an adjacency; an indicator of the erosive forces of water, or wind, since it is 
broken-down stone. As a thin coating on the gallery floor, one tends to hear it before they 
feel or see it. Looking down from an aerial view as one moves, the sand slightly shimmers 
because of the reflective mica minerals in it [fig. 3]. This sand on the gallery floor, through 











I also have some gravel stones collected from the riverside, the pasture, my mom’s 
driveway, and city landscaping. Many of them, rounder in shape, likely originate from a 
riverside or body of water. Gravel and aggregate mining is a large extractive industry 
around the rivers of northern Colorado and elsewhere. Like the finer sand, I scatter this 
gravel as traces on the floor, sometimes echoing other objects or an exposed aggregate 
floor whose own materials came from similar extractive industries. The last time I passed 
by the river where my family grazed cattle, gravel mining and natural gas companies, 
structures, and equipment were busy at work altering the riverside. 
 
Asphalt 
A vast network of asphalt, cement, and gravel roads that cut through the landscapes 
occupied by the United States play a role in the homogenization of these regions, and 
enable the mass movement of extracted materials to their consolidation in cities. Most of 
the asphalt used to make roads comes from petroleum crude oil. Hot asphalt is dark like a 
night sky, and the aggregate in it like clusters of stars.  The adjacent car culture of this 
expansive network was not of much interest to me, despite being persistently encouraged 
to take part in fixing cars as a gender role. But I did like driving a car for the sense of 
temporary, and potentially longer-term, escape it could give me. A magic of when I was 
young were the times my family would travel on the highway to the nearest larger city of 
Denver, or to trips into the mountains. 
Exhausted one evening, while driving by myself on a Colorado highway, I fell asleep 
and the car wheel caught the edge of the asphalt, causing the car and I to spin off the road 





needed to stop waiting to pursue the more creative and queer livelihood I desired. I 
remember hearing the looping upbeat lyrics of the Chew Fu H1N1 remix of the song “Bad 
Romance” by Lady Gaga: “I’m a free bitch, free bitch, free bitch, free bitch –”  
Over time, I have collected small broken bits of asphalt from the edge of roads. 
These bits come into my artwork as scatterings on the floor that indicate fracturing, 
movement, and are a part of constellate relationships to other small objects.  
 
Clay 
The soil of the semi-arid region of northern Colorado is high in clay content. Clay soil 
can be amended for growing a lot of plant types by mixing one part sand per ten parts clay 
soil. Then add one part composted manure to ten parts of the clay and sand mixture. 
There’s a spot in Montauk on Long Island where clay can be harvested that is the 
right kind for firing in a kiln. Molding clay can be a way for me to approximate other forms 
in my vocabulary. I’ve made several clay dice alongside a few dice collected from western 
gambling casinos. One clay die has uneven sides. One is round with engraved stars. One is a 
cube with engraved stars. Some are more irregularly shaped cubes made by pressing them 
with my fingers—they remind me of knucklebones which were a precursor to dice.  One is 
a cube with Bullhead Sticker seeds embedded in it. The seeds burned out during the firing 







Figure 4. divining wishes (detail), 2019, riverside sand, bullhead seeds, partially decomposted horse shit, 






 My family called the seeds of Tribulus terrestris by the name of Bullhead Stickers, 
from a type of invasive annual plant that is also called bindii, caltrop, and goathead. This is 
one of many seed types that “hitchhike.” Leaving the pasture, I would find dozens of them 
on the bottom of my flimsy thong flip-flops,2 where the little thorny spikes of the seed 
punctured the rubber. The seeds look like little heads of horned cows or bulls.  
A multitude of bullhead stickers on the ground look like the amplitude of stars that 
can be visible in the western night sky. On a clear night in an area without light pollution, 
the Milky Way Galaxy of stars becomes visible and looks like a river running through the 
sky. City lights, like these seeds, are also constellations of stars on the earth. 
   
Bones 
I collected a few scattered bovine bones along the riverside where my family would 
lease different patches of land to graze cattle. The bones probably belonged to cows that 
died, and whose parts predators and scavengers spread around. 
Two of the bones are knucklebones, one being from a younger cow because it is 
smaller than the other. Sheep’s knucklebones, similar in shape but smaller in size, were 
used in ancient games and divination before dice. Two of the backbones fit together, like 
Matryoshka nesting dolls, and one looks older than the other. They make me think of my 
mother, and her mother. When my mom passed away, one of the most striking phrases I 
heard from a consoling friend was that “anger is the backbone of healing.” 
                                            
2 Thong flip-flops were my shoe of choice, even as I was continually told not to wear them for outside 





I disperse, look at, and arrange desired constellations of knucklebones, along with 
the previously discussed fecal balls, gravel, pieces of asphalt, clay dice, seeds, and some 
other related pieces. A person in the gallery takes part in the looking and rearranging, 
when they move across and alter the surface of these dispersals with their own traces of 
circulation, as they are invited to investigate and sometimes disperse the material 
themselves. Not mixable like the gradients of sand and compost, these more discrete 
material units nevertheless relate to each other in shape, texture, color, and association. 
Together, in relation, they can sometimes be more than the sum of their parts. 
 
Dock 
While some species of this genus Rumex are considered a weed, while others are 
grown for their leaves that are edible and their seeds that can be made into a flour, Dock 
tends to grow well in disturbed sites. A grouping of these in a disrupted ecology – next to 
asphalt roads, in an overgrazed field, at a construction site – looks like a landscape on fire 
[fig. 5] which, in an ecological sense, it also is. When the plant goes into its seeding stage, 
the stalks of seeds turn red and look like flames. These plants can be part of a landscape’s 
healing process, as they help make the ground more suitable for other more stable grasses 
and plants to grow. Healing fire. The red stalk, which I use to mark more passionate 
emotions like anger or lust in my work, will weather to brown-grey outside over the 
winter.  I take this fading as an indication of exhaustion. 
The plethora of seeds that Dock produces is another metaphor for future possibility 





when the desired conditions are present for the plant to thrive, which can also be when 
something else desires them to grow and provides the right conditions. 
 
Figure 5. This photograph I took shows a landscape “on fire” with Dock in Greeley, Colorado. Some rows of 
Russian Olive trees with silvery leaves are in the background.  The hazy intensity of light and color seen in the 
landscape and sky comes from the sunlight’s interaction with smoke, which has travelled from fire in the 
nearby mountains. This fire, the Cameron Peak Fire of 2020, is the largest known fire in Colorado, which 
eventually burned 208,663 acres. 
 
Elaeagnus angustifolia, Ulmus pumila and Ailanthus altissima 
These are the Latin classification names of three tree species. Elaeagnus angustifolia, 
also called the Russian Olive tree [fig. 5], is considered an invasive species after having 
been initially introduced to North America for ornamental use, because birds so easily 











lanceolate leaves hang in a weeping form. An invasion of tears. As a drought-tolerant and 
hardy tree, they are sometimes planted in rows to block intense winds. It is very hard to go 
under the irregular growth habit of these bushy smaller trees without being jabbed by the 
thorns. 
Tree species Ulmus pumila, or Siberian Elm, and Ailanthus altissima, or Tree of 
Heaven, can be found in the backyards of places I have lived in Colorado and New York. 
They are considered to be less desirable trees as they both grow and spread invasively, 
perhaps where other trees wouldn’t, such as in sidewalk cracks and unwatered areas. 
Although persistent, they have weak wood and are more susceptible to weather damage. 
These trees often have “dieback” in their branches, meaning that growth doesn’t return to 
some of the branches after winter. By the river and its various growth, the dieback 
branches on Siberian Elms look like witch’s brooms and can be a good marker of a place to 
meet when the other trees have their summer foliage. 
In my work, branches from these trees emerge through gallery walls, as a way to 
introduce outside environments into the gallery space. They can cast shadows on the 
gallery wall [fig. 6], and can bear traces of damage and materials on their branches. Like 
other plants and wood in my work, they can appear weathered and sun-faded. 
 
Sun 
The flower heads of some Sunflowers face the Sun and follow its path in the sky 
throughout the day. This is heliotropism: when a plant grows in response to the direction 
of sunlight. The flower heads of some kinds of dead and dry thistle plants, often seen as 






Figure 7. sun burns around 10:25 am (Thistle detail), 2021, Dock seed, rust, clay, nails, horse shit, gravel 
stones, thistle head, cleaning brush, and adjacent material. 
 
Thistle heads can look like little suns and stars. Depending on how they dry on the stalk, it 
looks like they are turned toward the Sun, or have faced away. In my work, thistle heads 
face towards or turn away from other objects, or rest on the ground with other objects in a 





In Western astrology, my mother was born during the fire sign Leo, the lion (also 
her favorite animal), whose ruling planet is the Sun. At her ranch, when the heat of the Sun 
is absent in the winter or at night, heat lamps were used to keep vulnerable animals warm. 
Heat lamps are sometimes used as a source of light and heat for my work. 
 
Mooing Cow 
 In Western astrology, although I was born during the air sign Gemini, the twins, I am 
on the cusp of the earth sign Taurus, the bull, depending on who you ask. On our ranch, we 
had a Charolais bull who whistled beautiful songs. Another bull, when he ate, made guttural 
noises that sounded like a fierce dragon. Gentle bulls.  
I was not aware of the term “cow-calf operation” until I was older. But it was what 
my family did: we kept a herd of cattle to produce calves that, once they have grown, are 
then sold to be slaughtered for their meat. In the wintertime, when it is harder for the cows 
to find enough food grazing, we would supplement them with hay. When we called “come 
bos!” (bos is the word for cow in Latin) the herd would start to bawl and come, knowing 
that the call meant more food or water.  
A bawl is like an urgent mooing. I imitate a cow mooing in my work, as another 
language with which to call. A cow will bawl for her calf or other cows when they are 
separated. A cow attacked me once when I was little because I was standing between her 
and her calf. We called her Big Red. 
Cows form deep emotional bonds. A lot of bawling happens after loading some cows 
in a trailer to bring them to the auction, especially from the mothers if their offspring is 





     
     
     
     






through for sale was painted white. I often reflect on how many studio and gallery walls are 
the same kind of sanitary white as this indoor holding pen. 
 
Walls 
One of my responses to these white walls is to mark their shadows, real or imagined, 
to bring attention to the wall’s presence and reveal it as boundary rather than empty space 
[fig. 2]. Another response is to knock on this wall, as a form of calling through it and hoping 
for a response [fig. 8], like the bawling cow. I also collect and make versions of door 
knockers for gallery walls that encourage others to do the same.  
In the 1950 film Un chant d’amour (A Song of Love) by Jean Genet, a person similarly 
listens and knocks against his prison wall into the adjacent cell. He also puts a straw 
through a small hole in the wall and blows smoke through the straw, as a transmission of 
homoerotic desire and longing to the other prisoner. In gallery walls, multiple holes echo 
the constellations on the floor, and can reference bullet holes and a flock of birds flying 
away, in departure and escape [fig. 9]. 
 
Yowling Cat, Cooing Mourning Dove 
A cat may yowl for various reasons. It might be feeling libidinous, defensive, or 
uncomfortable towards something in its environment. It may also be a sign of a decline in 
cognitive function. Many feral cats hung around the acreage, some were friendly and some 
were not. Yowls could often be heard in the evening, along with coyote howls. I also hear 
cat yowls in the city, outside at night or through my room wall from a neighbor’s cat. Like 











When I hear a cat yowling, I feel a gut reaction to respond – in what way I am not sure. I 
imitate a cat yowling to call insistently and unknowingly, from a kin’s language.  
I also imitate the sound of a mourning dove. In the gallery space these sounds echo 
from unknown sources, like the yowling cats at night that I can’t see, and the mourning 
dove that’s usually hard to spot. I would hear a mourning dove’s soothing coo in mornings 
in the acreage or pasture, before the hot Sun came out. It is one of the most peaceful sounds 
when one is mourning: fragile, soft, accepting, waiting. I hear one outside my apartment 
sometimes in the city. 
 
Mammal Gestures 
 If a horse is eating some hay or standing in place, you will notice that they will shift 
weight back and forth between their legs. If grazing, this shifting is usually a slow walk. If 
flies and gnats are bothering the horse on their legs, they will occasionally move or stomp 
each leg to shake off the pests. People also shift weight between their legs. Growing up, the 
social prescriptions of my classmates declared that a guy putting too much weight on one 
leg, in contrapposto style, was gay. 
My video work stall [fig. 10], depicts high-heeled boots on the wall at ground level, 
as if to indicate there is a figure on the other side of the wall on the same ground plane as 
the gallery. The boots, a queering of the western boot, imitate a horse’s shifting and tapping 
of feet, and an occasional paw at the ground that a horse wanting food or cow warning 














Wooden pallets were used at the acreage to stack things on, especially haystacks of 
smaller bales. This would keep the bales at the bottom of the stack from touching the 
ground and growing mold as a result. The pallets generally consisted of thinner wood 
nailed across a few 2x4-inch-thick pieces of wood in a grid formation. Pallets like these are 
used in warehouses, semi-trailer trucks, and stockrooms as a way to store and easily move 
material in bulk with pallet jacks and forklifts.  
Over years of use outside on the acreage, many of these pallets, which were already 
secondhand from elsewhere, would weather, decompose, and come apart. Some of the 
remnants are the sturdier 2x4-inch-thick wood pieces, with many of the nails still in them. 
In my work, these pieces of wood are leaned upright, with associations of both figure and 
tool. Nails may be in the wood, missing, or since removed from the holes they created. 
Upright these pieces remind me of Saint Sebastian, a venerated saint and martyr in 
Catholicism. When it was discovered he was Christian by the Roman emperor, he was tied 
to wood and shot with many arrows by a group of archers and left for dead. Saint Irene 
went to retrieve his body for burial and, discovering that he was still alive, nursed him back 
to health. Later Sebastian confronted the emperor and was then clubbed to death. He is 
symbolically depicted with arrows piercing his almost always nude and handsome body, 
and has since been interpreted as a gay icon in the arts.  
The death of Saint Sebastian bears parallels to the death of Matthew Shepard in 
1998, a publicized anti-gay hate crime. In Laramie, Wyoming, an hour-and-a-half drive 













dead. He was discovered and found to still be alive, although he passed away several days 
later in the hospital.  
 
Polypropylene Baler Twine 
Polypropylene twine, which can decompose in fifty years and is completely 
recyclable, is often used to tie hay bales together. The fiber has many other applications. 
Other people who have seen it associate it with seaside places and the fishing industry. I 
have encountered it mostly in warm tones of sunny yellow, orange, and red, and it 
accumulated when the hay bales it wrapped up were fed to animals.  
With this leftover twine, I have tied and untied mobile cattle or horse panels from 
each other thousands of times. This process was in the daily moving of makeshift pens so 
that cows or horses could graze in different areas, or in creating pens to round up cattle 
from larger ranges in order to bring them to other pastures or to the auction. Wisps of this 
twine look like the cow or horse hair that travels in the wind after I scratched an itch or 
brushed the coat on these animals. I would find tangles of twine and hair on the ground, or 
traces of mane and tail hair caught on a fence post or tree. The hair might’ve come from an 
animal using a tree or post to itch themselves, or if their hair got caught on a fence when 
they reached through to eat grass from outside of the pasture parameters. In my work, 
wisps of twine-hair are also found on the parameters of a gallery installation, or tangled on 
the floor. 
This twine is also like the fibers for a wig of hair. I might attach it and other similar 
fibers to a mesh or other system from which it falls. I braid; I make and undo knots (in 





things; I unravel the strands. I always liked brushing my sisters’ hair. My mom always put 
hers in a braid and didn’t like to have it brushed by other people. Her hair’s texture could 
get tangled easier than my sisters’ hair, so it could hurt more if other people brushed it, 
which I understand now with longer hair of my own. When I look in the mirror, I notice my 
hair is a similar texture to my mother’s hair. Together, we smile. 
 
Forward, Post-face 
To become situated through desiring gestures, in relation to these materials and 
between their rural, urban, and queer associations, is an ongoing and shifting process3; a 
poetics of approximation and becoming-with4. Considering the conditions of a space, I 
provisionally intervene with these materials that mark performative echoes of a present 
past,5 while also playing part in possible hope and futurity6. Drawing, space, my body, 
language, and these variously found or altered materials, in the immediate and flexible acts 
of arranging, mark-making, and performance, bear gestures of potential, loss, anger, 
exhaustion, spirit, sadness, joy, sound, longing, and movement. 
I hope to be with air in these material stones. I desire to look at pieces of earth and 
see stars to care for. Evoking the quotidian utopian from matrilineal strength, I am hoping, 
hurting, healing, and divining to become and love, in and with, the world. 
                                            
3 See Sara Ahmed’s Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Duke University Press, 2006).  
4 See Karan Barad’s “Nature's Queer Performativity,” (Women, Gender, and Research 1-2, 2012). 
5 See Christina Sharpe’s In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Duke University Press, 2016) where she 
writes that “the past that is not past reappears, always, to rupture the present” (pg 9). 
6 See José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity. (NYU Press, 2009), 






Figure 12: divining wishes (detail), 2019, riverside sand, bullhead seeds, partially decomposted horse shit, 
ceramic dice, asphalt, bovine knuckle bone, and medical tape on gallery floor. 
